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6242 Jess Copland support the plan Hi Samantha, I'd like you to register my support for the proposed access restrictions 
for Vista Place and Roystone Way. Many Thanks, Jess Copland

6052 Josephine Climo support the plan This sort of antisocial behaviour is just not acceptable at all.....in any suburb.  Any 
restrictions that make it difficult for these uncaring twits to congregate is welcome. 

6050 Fiona Ryan have some concerns I don't feel a $750 fine will be a sufficient deterrent, as often these groups of people 
already have outstanding fines on their vehicles for illegal modifications and traffic 
infringements.  
Also the description of 'bonafide visitors' may be a loophole if the activity is actually 
being initiated by a resident of those streets, inviting their friends to congregate 
there.  

6049 David Kirkness support the plan I'm a near neighbor to Vista Place, and often walk through the affected area. There 
have been problems for years, and this is long overdue. 

6047 ANITA HAYES support the plan There has been an increasing amount of anti social/criminal behaviour occuring in 
Beckenham/Huntsbury/St Martins over the past 18 months. This move is a step in 
the right direction towards discouraging groups congregating, organizing and 
sharing such activities.  

6046 Ailsa Lunney support the plan   

6045 Michael Dilger support the plan   

6044 Leonie Thompson support the plan I am concerned about the speed of traffic travelling up Huntsbury Hill to reach this 
'venue'. The roads are narrow (particularly with parked cars) and vision is often 
obscured by bends in the road. 

6040 Denis Olette support the plan On a daily basis we have been suffering from anti-social behaviours. 
We have 2 young children who have been waken up during the middle of the night 
because of these disturbances. Consuming alcohol or drugs on public highway is 
against the law and should not be tolerated. 
I strongly support to have mitigations measures put in place to avoid further 
disruptions. 

6039 Dave Hazelwood support the plan   

6038 Justine Mouat support the plan   
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6036 Cholamali Mohammadi support the plan   

6035 Kobra Alipour support the plan   

6034 Melanie & Andrew Stevenson support the plan As owners of two properties  we very much support this 
plan. 

6030 J Paul Ronaldson support the plan I support the plan and also any extension of the applicable area to include various 
nearby streets. 

6025 vanessa seath support the plan We are concerned about the race cars hooning up Huntsbury Ave....and the 
possibility of an accident....one night they will miss the turn down Huntsbury and 
end up in someone's house.   
Let alone keeping us awake and worried.   

6024 Jerry Cooper have some concerns As a resident from down the road I fully support the plan. However, there are some 
implications and related issues. Moving youths from Vista Place will just displace 
them somewhere else. Some thought needs to be given to where the next likely 
disruptive hot-spot is likely to be, and similar restrictions put in place at the same 
time. For example there are at least two off-road parking areas on Major Aitken 
Drive,  and perhaps attractive as it provides access to 
Coronation Reserve, like Vista Place. One of the current uses of that area is for 
youth's vehicles bringing skateboards and trikes to use on the road, which is a 
massively dangerous, noisy and disruptive activity. It can only be a matter of time 
before somebody is killed and an unsuspecting motorist left with guilt of having 
being involved in a death, through no fault of their own. I have video footage of 
skateboarders on the wrong-side of the road around the hair-pin bend 

 and near misses with vehicles coming in the opposite direction. During the 
recent roadworks to install cable they were using the single traffic lane, against the 
red light and at night. This situation is ludicrously dangerous and a bye-law needed 
to stop this kind of use of the Port Hill roads - and it needs to be enforced, like the 
potential change in access to Vista Place. 

6019 Vicki Barnett support the plan I support this as long as they don't then use Westview Place for their racetrack! 

6014 Mark Robinson support the plan Although doesn't appear to be a major issue to us, I appreciate how devastating this 
behavior can be. We can certainly hear an increase in surrounding area noise 
especially on friday and saturday nights. 
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6011 Annalie Ronaldson support the plan   

5968 Jane Catley support the plan I can feel unsafe when walking from Whaka terrace through Vista Place in the 
evenings due to the large number of cars and occupants hanging around there in 
the evening. This restriction would certainly assist in making the area safer and less 
intimidating for the residents. 

5961 deborah martin-olette have some concerns I think that there is an urgent need for something to help prevent such activity, 
including the drug use and using the area as a public toilet, neither which were 
mentioned in this public document.  Something to give the Police more powers is 
fantastic although this only works if there is more policing in the area and at the 
time of activity. which I understand is often difficult . Additional lighting and 
security cameras would help all of this and rethinking the road layout and limiting 
parking space. 
The proposed time restrictions although a start do not cover a great enough time 
span, 9pm to 7am would be perhaps more sensible . Millway Place just close to 
Vista Place has restrictions 10pm-7am. 
Removal of the park bench part way up would also help as this is a very popular 
area for congregating. 

5906 Ross Thomson & Fiona Gordon 
None 

support the plan Absolutely support the plan. 
More larger rubbish bins would hopefully help reduce the rubbish dumped over 
nite - each night. 
Who will 'police' the enforcement and move those on who do not obey the 
restriction 

5788 David & Joanne Lovegrove support the plan We fully support the plan.  We live  and can often hear 'burnouts' 
being done and loud music at night.  We live further away than the residents 
directly affected so it must be louder for them 

5787 Phil Turnock  support the plan   
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5781 Justin Blackburn support the plan Great Idea!  I lived  for eight years of these issues, I called the 
Police regularly with complaints for the first few years.  Unfortunately I was told by 
the Police I was the only one complaining, mind you a couple of timed they did turn 
up if they had nothing else on, they did make a couple of arrests thanks to my 
dozens of phone calls! We moved away over a year ago due to this problem but 
have kept as a rental property. I very much support the plan! 

5780 Brian & Daryl-anne Johnson support the plan Please install this plan urgently! And perhaps a speed bump on Vista Place too. 

5764 Blair Armstrong do not support the 
plan 

I oppose the plan for 2 reasons. 
-Firstly the existing bans have proven to be ineffective in stopping the problem, it 
only shifts it onto other areas (likely a more populated area.) 
-Secondly it places the police as the judge and jury in any case of breaching this 
bylaw. The rule of law is about police charging crimes and a qualified judge 
determining guilt. This bylaw means the police can fine anyone that they see fit 
whether they are causing a nuisance or not, without any judicial oversight. 
I would like to relate an analogy to the current issue around boy racers. When I was 
younger (15 years old) I was a skate boarder. Skate boarders were the current 
menace to society. News stories about Victoria square being over run with anti 
social youths and old ladies being knocked over were the norm. So the council took 
ownership of this problem and gave the young people of the city somewhere to 
safely participate in their sport, day and night. The council should take pride in this 
as they have created a world class space for youth and have proven if you give 
young people a place to go, they will go there. 
 This is very much the same issue. And these were young people riding $300 pieces 
of wood. Now you take young adults who have spent $10,000 to $20,000 on their 
pride and joy, often their only major asset, and people believe they will give up on 
their passion because of the threat of prosecution? Would you give up on your 
passion if you were threatened with persecution? I believe you would not, because I 
would not. If that were human nature there would not be many religions. 
This is not just a Chirtshchurch problem, its not just a New Zealand problem. You 
can find the same issue in America, Japan or England. It is not a problem of our 
time, as my parents generation and even my grand parents generation were driving 
around in cars trying to meet or impress girls. I've had older people tell me of drag 



racing down Mobray street every friday night in their youth. The point is adding 
more streets to the list of banned areas will clearly do nothing to solve the issue. 
The only way to solve it is to give the young people somewhere to go. Pour a 
concrete pad in the middle of nowhere and forget about it. I believe people would 
find out about it and go there, then at least you can choose to keep them away 
from rate payers and their properties, which is what your rate payers want. People 
might say they already have one at Ruapuna but the issue is at midnight on a Friday 
or Saturday when that venue is closed, so that is no solution at all. 
Further criminalizing young people will only have a negative impact on out society. 
Remember these young people are like your children, in fact, they probably are 
your friends or relations children. If the only interaction they have with the police 
are negative then over time, as they grow older and become middle aged property 
owners, they will still take that view with them. Eroding the view of police as 
someone there it help them. Their experience is that police are there to hunt down 
and persecute people who are just trying to congregate with like minded people 
and enjoy the car culture. Obviously there are a number of idiots who ruin this for 
everyone but the same could be said of rugby fans and we don't ban that. Luckily 
people grow out of this in time as I did 10 years ago. 
My final thing I would like to add is a quote that has (probably wrongly) been 
attributed to Einstien, but is relevant all the same “The definition of insanity is 
doing the same thing over and over and expecting different results” 
Thank you for reading my submission 
Blair Armstrong 

5754 Will  Keay support the plan - I often visit this area while recreating and there is often large amounts of rubbish 
left behind especially on weekends. 
- It would be good to create something to deter those who create noise and leave 
their rubbish 
- Native planting would 

5696 D & G Nicholas support the plan   
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5695 Michael & Nickie Dore support the plan Maybe all cul-de-sacs should be consider to prevent these people moving from one 
area to another 

5693 Craig Smith support the plan This is fantastic.  I very much support this plan having been a resident for over 20 
years I look forward to our neighbourhood returning back to normal - being safe, 
clean and tidy, well done and great work. 

5692 David Wilks & Hilda Kovacs  support the plan   

5691 John Hanning support the plan We support the proposal fully 

5690 Angela Bellett support the plan We agree entirely and support fully the proposal as outlined. 

5687 Paul Donaldson support the plan Firstly a huge thank you to Karolin Potter and her team for supporting this action.  
Have battled EQC and Insurance for 5 years, moving to Roystone Way hoping for a 
sanctuary to rebuild our life, and then to be subjected to a summer of disturbances, 
3-4 nights of the week was the last straw. So we fully support this action, and will 
keep Karolin informed once the signs go up, in terms of progress 

5686 Priscilla  Donaldson support the plan This has been so encouraging for me.  Has been a total nightmare and at times 
frightening.  We were at the point of putting the house on the market and this 
house was going to be our retirement retreat. So thank you , thank you 

5684 Nikki & Jeremy Bligh support the plan Owners of 

5682 T A D Coulter support the plan I have PA for Bruce & Deborah Coulter and have spoken to them about the 
proposed restrictions for Vista Place. 

5534 Fiona Hall & Andy Reid  support the plan Even though we are new residents at Vista Place, we agree whole heartedly with 
the proposed access restrictions. We hope that if it is successfully implemented that 
there is regular policing/enforcement of the bylaw 

5533 Rebecca & Chris Whitehead support the plan   

5532 M Goodrich support the plan Yes I am in support.  Well done CCC.  Shame it has taken this long 
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5531 Peter & Fiona Harman support the plan We fully support the plan.  We have lived at  for 19 years and have 
witnessed the increasing antisocial behaviour of carloads of people congregating at 
the end of Vista Place particularly on Friday and Saturday nights.  Sometimes the 
partying with excessive noise and loud music can go on until 3am or later and car 
headlights beamed at our home.  The burnouts are burning more and more 
frequent, and the pungent smell of burning rubber drifts down to our house with 
the result we have to close our windows immediately. 

5530 Gary Gillard support the plan   

5513 Ruth Tramschek & Peter Eman  support the plan   

5512 Wendy & Steve Cain support the plan Excellent!! 
We will be very grateful 

5511 Alan & Cindy Logan support the plan Great idea - in order to make this work - support and regular patrols by police will 
be needed, as not everyone will adhere to instructions on a sign. 
Would also support if this restriction was enforced from 9pm so those near the end 
of the lane could get peace and quiet in the evening 

5510 Mark Naish support the plan Great idea! 
The sooner the better, please expedite and install signs as suggested 

5509 Barbara & John Henry support the plan   

5508 Robina Rudd & Doug Gale  support the plan   

5502 Richard Dove support the plan I support the plan knowing how disruptive this behavior is. However I am concerned 
that it will simply move the problem. The head to Rossmore Terrace currently has a 
moderate level of similar behaviour, and has the same characteristics as the streets 
being restricted. I am concerned disruptive behaviour is Rossmore Terrace will 
increase as a result. I therefore propose that similar signage be installed on 
Rossmore Terrace at the same time to prevent this escalation. 
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5500 Geoff Warren support the plan Our house is under construction directly 

During the construction of our house I have witnessed many times inappropriate 
behaviour in the turning circle of Vista Place.  This ranges from extremely loud 
music, use of loud & foul language, consumption of various alcoholic beverages - 
this being determined by the amount of rubbish left behind that I  have cleaned up 
many times.   I have personally witnessed drug taking on more than 5 occasions in a 
6 month period, when leaving the building site at the end of the day, and 
weekends. 
Our site fronts  which has a highly used public walkway and I am 
concerned that people of all ages will be confronted by this type of anti-social 
behaviour.  I often see children on their own walking dogs on the Reserve and the 
ensuing interaction that these children could be exposed to would be of grave 
concern to any parent. 
I thank you for hearing our concerns and for putting this submission in place and 
sincerely hope that it is approved and is successful in curtailing this inappropriate 
activity in a residential zone. 

5499 Amanda Derrick support the plan Our house is under construction directly 
  Over the past months we have witnessed the gathering of young 

people with numerous cars doing burnouts, loud music, drinking and drug taking, all 
in the open sight to the residences. 
 
I thank you for hearing our concerns and for putting this submission in place and 
sincerely hope that it is approved and is successful in curtailing this inappropriate 
activity in a residential zone. 

5497 Alison Poulter have some concerns My only worry is this limited approach will move the problem to elsewhere on the 
hill. I think it should be combined with a 40km/hr speed limit on the hill, and 
enforce this. 
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5496 Mike Day have some concerns Supporting police enforcement is a step in the right direction and we support the 
use of the bylaw and signs on Vista Place and Roystone Way. Some vehicles 
however arrive during the night time period making as much noise as their vehicles 
can make - arriving fast and leaving fast knowing there is little chance of being 
identified or caught. The turnaround in Vista Place is quite large and open and lends 
itself to burnouts. My wife and I feel that some structural alterations to Vista Place 
in particular are necessary to make it less suitable for high speed burnouts etc. 

5492 P & J Richards have some concerns These people are a real pain.  If you move them on from Vista & Roystone we fear 
they will move elsewhere nearer us. 
Are the Police prepared to do anything if the ban is not honoured, and if so how 
quickly? 

5475 wayne chapman have some concerns No Entry Sign on Vista Place13/8/17 
Hi Samantha Sharland (Engagement Advisor) 
I am the owner of  I am currently completing my Construction 
Plans for my family's new house which we will be starting to build hopefully in 
about 8 weeks. We have already had our PIM back from the council and are lodging 
consent drawings next week. This is the first we have heard of this proposal. 

 
If you go ahead with this in that position the sign will be i

 As you can imagine this would look a 
little silly and not be very helpful in trying to  
We are spending a great deal of money to build something that will enhance the 
area and have great street appeal with  or on our 

 This sign in that position would 
 and in doing so lower our property value 

significantly. We would be happy to work with you on a practical solution, ideally 
put the sign where the 

 In this position we will be able to a
 Could you please give me a call 

regarding where you may look to 
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5472 Dennis & Lorraine Marriott have some concerns There are a number of antisocial people who frequent the area. But there are a 
larger number who just come to quietly sit, talk and enjoy the view. Our concern is 
that those people will be asked to move on, or worse given a fine. How can we 
ensure that those policing the area won't use good judgement? We have been here 
three years and never seen a police vehicle once. Seen the neighborhood watch 
vehicle a number of times. 

5399 Aaron Tily support the plan   

5300 Sam Webster support the plan   

4882 Francis Mendes support the plan Although not living in the sections of the roads to be closed, and not being 
disturbed by the noise, do see the effects of the burnouts and partying on the 
following day and hence support the proposed access restriction. 

4873 David Drayton support the plan Burnouts and litter have been a problem on Vista Place at different times over 
many Years. I have lived on Huntsbury for 50 years and this problem since Vista 
Place was formed. To start with it was a nice quiet cul-de-sac, so not many residents 
complained. Now that it is fully settled the noise factor and complaints are 
amplified.  

 




